lap ?I>>E p((k-
. We know that if p , 2N, then pe,f is unramified at p, and pf,f (up) has characteristic polynomial x2 -apx + pk-1. (Here, up is a Frobenius element at p). Reducing this representation mod 4?n produces a finite extension Ken/Q, namely the fixed field of the kernel of reduction mod 4?". It is essentially these extensions to which the effective version of the Chebotarev density theorem is applied. Our deviation from the method of Serre starts with the observation (Section 3) that "on the average", the Lagarias-Odlyzko estimate can be significantly improved, if we assume Artin's conjecture on the holomorphy of Artin L-series at points s * 1. We then use ideas similar to Serre [16, Section 2.7] to reduce our problem to a case where we know Artin's conjecture to be true. The observation about averaging is well-suited for the estimation of lrf,a(X) since in this problem, we have to sum over a relatively large number of conjugacy classes.
Finally, in Section 6, we apply our results to obtaining lower bounds for the largest prime divisor P(ap) (resp. P(an)) of ap (resp. an). We show that for each e > 0, P(ap) 2 exp((loglogp)1E) holds for a set of primes p of density 1. A similar result is also obtained for P(an). Of course, these can be improved if we assume GRH. In particular, loglog p can be replaced by log p in the above inequality.
The first two sections contain notations and preliminary observations. All implied constants in 0-symbols are absolute and effective, unless otherwise specified. The letters p and Q will always be reserved for primes.
1. Group theoretic preliminaries. We collect some notation and facts about finite groups and their irreducible characters.
1.1. Let G be a finite group and C a conjugacy class. Let bc denote the characteristic function of C and gc E G an element of C. By the orthogonality relations for characters, bc = ICI_ E X(gc)X where the sum is over all irreducible characters X of G. For an element g E G, we denote by CG(g) its conjugacy class in G. 5.6. Now -let P denote any set of primes. We can then write every natural number n as a product n = np* mp where np is not divisible by any prime in P and mp has all its prime divisors in P. 
Let

